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Who dips, dives swoops out of
space, a buzz in his wings and sky
on his face; now caught in the
light, now gone without trace, a
sliver of glass, never still in one.
This famous poems collection is a
resource of famous poems by
well-known poets from throughout
history. Read and enjoy famous
poems. abid, abyd, abyde verb,
prsnt. remain, await, wait; abood
verb, pst. awaited, remained.
abideth, abydeth verb awaits.
abidyng verb awaiting. able adj.
suitable
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Who dips, dives swoops out of space, a buzz in his wings and sky on his face; now caught in the light, now gone without trace, a sliver of glass, never still in one.
This famous poems collection is a resource of famous poems by well-known poets from throughout history. Read and enjoy famous poems.
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